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In this Issue…
P1-2: Eid Celebrations
P3-4: Space Camp 2018
P5: World Cup Activity Day
P6: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
Uniform Selling evening
on Tuesday 17th July
from 4.00-6.00pm

EID MUBARAK!

Eid Mubarak!
Celebrations were held in school to mark Eid. Students and staff had the opportunity to
pamper themselves with henna and nail treatments, purchase Eid gifts including candles
and sweet bags and enter raffles to win a signed football shirt, a luxury perfume set and
luxury candles.
Read the full story inside…...
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EID CELEBRATIONS
A big thank you to the students who arranged and attended the Eid celebrations, which
were thoroughly enjoyed by all. A total of £215 was raised, which will go towards
September’s Spanish trip.

AS-SALAAM-ALAIKUM
During the Holy month of Ramadan, we participated in the daily prayers with over 300
male and female students attending.
We had the prayers
lead by both students
and a local Imam from
Al-Furqan mosque.
This encouraged both
Muslim and non
Muslim students and
staff to come together
as a community to
embrace the Holy
month of Ramadan.
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SPACE CAMP DIARY
Ten of our students visited Space Camp 2018, which is a week-long residential trip in
Wales, where they took part in lots of space-related activities and design experiments to
be launched into near space. Manchester Academy was chosen with five other North
West schools to take part in the camp.

Day one: Students spent their first ever night in a tent!
They enjoyed a BBQ and lots of games. They also engaged
in a data analysis task calculating the rotation of an
asteroid and explored multiple different fancy telescopes.
Day two: After
breakfast showers
and tent tidy
sessions, students
learnt about the
applications of
liquid gases and
saw a banana
work as a hammer
by instantly freezing it using liquid nitrogen! They
also saw balloons expand and explode due to a
pressure build up from the vaporisation of liquid
nitrogen.
Students then completed an engineering
challenge and raced to assemble a go kart using
nuts, bolts and screws with our students just
beating Broadoak to the finish!
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SPACE CAMP DIARY
Day three:
Students learnt
about Mars and
took on the role
of a trainee
astronaut,
getting the
chance to try on
an astronaut
uniform!

In the afternoon
students
worked on
computer
coding in
python for the
paladone on the
balloons they had previously made. The day finished with a visit to Montgomery Castle
and a talk from BBC astronomer Mark Thompson about star gazing .
Day four: Balloon launch day!!
Students launched balloons into the
upper atmosphere with different
science experiments on them,
including peanut butter and jam,
which we’re sure is the first time
that’s ever happened!
During the evening, students star
gazed at midnight, watching Jupiter,
Saturn and Venus in the night sky.

Last day: Students said their
goodbyes :-)

Our students would like to say a huge
thank you to companies Hi Impact
and Air Products for a wonderful
experience!!
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FIFA WORLD CUP CELEBRATIONS
To celebrate the launch of the 2018 FIFA World Cup, Manchester Academy hosted a
cultural activity day for Year 8 students. Also in attendance were three other partner high
schools from Manchester United Foundation's Hub of the community programme
(Stretford High, Swinton, The East Manchester Academy). On the day, students took part
in a world cup quiz before delivering 10 minute presentations on their selected country.
This then lead into a fiercely contested football tournament to end an excellent day.
A huge well done to all
those involved and a
special mention to
the prize winners.
Best presentation:
Manchester Academy
(Colombia)
Tournament winner:
The East Manchester
Academy
Luke Morgan, HUB
development
co-ordinator at Manchester United Foundation, said: “The tournament was amazing, well organised and of a
great standard. The pupils loved it and all the feedback we heard from the other partner
schools was
positive.
All those
taking part felt
inspired by the
event!
Overall the
event was a
great platform
to promote
and
celebrate
diversity using
the World Cup
launch as a
platform”
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Well done to this
week’s Stars of the
Week….

Name

Year

Subject

Comment

Frankie Chapman

Year 7

CV

Ali Ejaz Qamar

Year 8

MFL

Samuel Cruz

Year 8

Transition

Germano Ramos Francisco

Year 8

Induction

Renee Rattan

Maths

10RBL

Frankie was an absolute star in CV. He
was polite, helpful and hardworking.
He also completed all of the work,
including the extension tasks before
anyone else which is amazing. What a
superstar!
Ali is proactive in lessons, always has
his hand up, produces good work and is
regularly volunteering to help staff
members. Well done!
For putting in so much effort to all
lessons and making great progress.
Alex helped a new student and
reassured him; he stayed after school
to complete additional work; he
has improved his focus in lessons - Well
done!
For her positivity and conscientious
attitude to learning and for her
excellent effort in all Mathematics
lessons. Well done!

Yours sincerely,

Miss Owen, Acting Principal.

